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This is an introduction to the Polymer Clay Applique and Embroidery technique. Step by step

pictures and easy to follow instruction will guide you through the art of this approach to creating with

polymer clay. You will learn all the basics that you need to get started and will be guided through

four projects to better acquaint yourself with this fun and interesting craft. It requires no expensive

specialty tools, just a few simple, affordable, and easy to acquire items. Learn to create pendants,

cabochons, beads and more. Create without limits! After learning this technique, the possibilities are

endless! No more hunting for just the right beads, or cabochons in the colors you want for a

particular project. Create what you need on the spot. And this technique can be applied to crafting

outside of jewelry making as well. Add a new dimension to your crafting and get started learning the

art of Polymer Applique and Embroidery now!You will also receive 5 Bonus Tutorials for a wedding

ring dish, clay embroidery owl, leg bookmarkers, tiny gnome home, and applique dove cabachon!
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I completely enjoyed this book! Granted, I didn't realize the technique was so simple so it was

explained rather quickly, but the supplemental projects were really cute and something that you'd

actually like to make (unlike other craft books...). I liked the book and would buy instructional books

from the author again.



So easy to understand

Awesome book.

I found this and on whim decided to read it, very happy I did. Lot's of cute ideas for a novice like me.

I hope to find another book by this author, she has simple approach to making polymer clay items

and beat little tricks to help make them easily

Hardly any content and the few pages that are there are amateurish. In the technique section there

are approximately 50 pages on how to make petals, leaves and vines (along with some bonus

projects) in addition to what tools and materials to use. You can find better tutorials on Pinterest or

Google for free. Frankly speaking, it is a waste of money.

This book was well illustrated. I like the extras too

I am new to polymer clay and I really like this book. It gives info about tools you need. It does not

cover conditioning. The step-by-step instructions and photos are great. Out of all the YouTube

videos, other polymer clay books, and other online tutorials this is the book I keep going back to.

The project are very pretty too.

This book is for the absolute beginner but really good if you have no idea how to do polymer clay

embroidery. I've been doing it for a whole now and have advanced far beyond this book. I like to see

it featured again because it is a lot of fun and in the beginner case very inexpensive to give it a try.
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